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ABSTRACI Previous studies in the Republic of Ireland have demonstrated a high national prevalence of sarcoidosis. Observations in our sarcoid clinic suggested a high prevalence of the disease
among siblings and prompted a survey to quantify this phenomenon. The study group comprised
114 index patients with biopsy proved sarcoidosis and a total sibling pool of 534 individuals.
Eleven of the index patients (9.6%) were found to have at least one sibling with sarcoidosis. Of
the 13 siblings thus identified, eight had biopsy proof of the disease, while the remaining five
showed highly suggestive clinical and radiological evidence of sarcoidosis. There was no
significant difference in the mode of presentation between the sibling pairs or between familial
and non-familial cases and there was an equal distribution of like sex and unlike sex pairs. In only
two instances was the temporal profile of onset of the disease suggestive of intrafamilial spread of
a transmissible agent. The high prevalence of sarcoidosis among siblings reported here (2.4%)
suggests that genetic factors significantly predispose to the development of sarcoidosis and that
family members of affected patients should be screened for this disease.
It is recognised that sarcoidosis may affect two or Methods
more members of the same family, but such familial
occurrence is considered uncommon. For example, a We reviewed the case notes of all patients with sarlarge survey in the United Kingdom found that in coidosis who had been referred to the department of
only 1 7% of index cases was another family respiratory medicine during six years; 114 index
member affected.' Other, smaller studies have been patients with biopsy proved sarcoidosis were
carried out in various populations but the preva- identified. All were issued with a simple questionlence data are difficult to compare because of the naire in which they were asked, firstly, to state the
varying diagnostic and screening criteria and number and sex of their siblings and, secondly, to
because the total family pool at risk has not been indicate if any sibling had sarcoidosis or other chest
defined. Given that the aetiology of sarcoidosis is condition. Permission was requested to contact any
unknown it is clear that carefully conducted familial sibling who had sarcoidosis or similar chest illness.
studies could be important in defining genetic and In all such cases the relatives in question were contacted by letter asking for details of their medical
environmental influences in this disease.
This study of familial sarcoidosis in Ireland was history and requesting permission to contact their
undertaken for two reasons. Firstly, screening by family doctor. We confined the study to siblings of
mass miniature radiography shows that Ireland has index cases because of the difficulties in obtaining
the second highest prevalence of sarcoidosis in consistent contemporary information about parents,
Europe (33 per 100 000),2 a figure exceeded only by some of whom were dead.
In addition to the 114 biopsy proved index cases
Sweden.3 Secondly, family size in Ireland is larger
than in other Northern European countries. These there were 26 patients attending our clinic with
features represent two distinct advantages in inves- typical clinical, radiological, or biochemical features
of sarcoidosis but without biopsy proof. For comtigating and interpreting familial prevalence data.
parison, this group was surveyed in exactly the same
as the patients with biopsy evidence.
way
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Table 1 Clinical features in familial cases of sarcoidosis (index cases given first)
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* Each + sign indicates a separate clinical feature.

Table 2 Clinical features offamilial and non-familial cases of sarcoidosis
Presenting
feature

No (%) of index cases

Total
(n = 114)
85 (75
79 (69
36 (32
29 25
25 22

Pulmonary infiltrates
Hilar lymphadenopathy
Ocular lesions
Erythema nodosum
General lymphadenopathy
18 16)
Hypercalciuria
There was no significant difference between the groups.
numbers in the familial groups.

Non-familial
(n = 103)

77 (75)
73 71)

32 31
25 24
21 (20)
15 (15)

Familial
(n = 11)
8 (73)
6 (55
4 (36
4 36
4 36
3 27)

No ()o) of
all familial cases
(n = 24)

15 (63
16 (67
7 (29
8 (33
10 (42
4 (17)

Less frequently occurring clinical features are not included because of the small

Results
BIOPSY PROVED INDEX CASES

The 114 index cases comprised 56 females and 58
males, whose ages ranged from 13 to 69 years
(mean 29-5 years). Replies to the questionnaire
were received from 113 (99%) and a total of 534
siblings were identified. Index patients had a mean
of 4-7 (SD 2-8) siblings. Overall there was a slight
preponderance of male siblings, with a ratio of 1-28.
Twenty three index patients reported a possible
family history of sarcoidosis or other chest complaint in one or more siblings. Of a total of 29 siblings thus identified as sarcoid suspects, five failed to
reply and 11 proved to have non-sarcoid pulmonary
disease. The remaining 13 siblings from 11 families

were confirmed as having sarcoidosis. In eight
affected siblings the diagnosis of sarcoidosis was
based on typical clinical features and was confirmed
by positive biopsy findings. In the remaining five
cases clinical and radiological features were highly

suggestive of sarcoidosis (table 1). Among affected
siblings there were four pairs of like sex and six of
unlike sex, and one family had four affected
members. The pattern of clinical features at the time
of diagnosis did not differ between familial and
non-familial cases (table 2). In one further family a
mother-daughter pair was identified.
In families with more than one affected sibling we
sought historic evidence of possible intrafamilial
spread of the disease. In most cases it was not poss-

ible to construct clear contact histories because of
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the retrospective nature of the study and the great
variability in the frequency and duration of sibling
contact. In one family, however, two sisters
developed the disease within three weeks of each
other. In another family a newly diagnosed index
patient went to visit her brother in Canada, whom
she had not seen for 18 months. He developed
erythema nodosum and bilateral hilar lymphadenopathy 10 days after her arrival and was subsequently proved to have sarcoidosis.
NON-BIOPSY PROVED INDEX CASES

This group comprised 26 index cases with a total
sibling pool of 128 individuals. We identified three
biopsy proved siblings with sarcoidosis from two
families.

Discussion
The outstanding feature of this study is that 9-6% of
our patients with sarcoidosis had at least one sibling
who was affected by the disease. This is in striking
contrast to previous studies in the United Kingdom
and Europe,' 4-9 in which a much lower prevalence
of familial sarcoidosis was reported. In many cases
direct comparison with our results is difficult
because of variations in the methods used to screen
patients or relatives. In many previous studies
analysis of data does not permit definition of the
total sibling pool and one cannot therefore estimate
the risk to siblings in these studies. For comparison
with our own results, however, we have reviewed
several of these reports and calculated the percentage of index cases with an affected sibling (table 3).
In most European studies only about 1 % of index
cases had an affected sibling. We could find only one
study where the study population and methods
could be directly compared with our own. In this
study, by Headings et al'° in United States blacks,
the findings were very similar to our own in terms of

study size, sibling pool at risk, and the frequency
with which siblings were affected (table 3). This
concurrence in culturally and ethnically distinct
study groups is remarkable, although it is known
that both populations have a particularly high prevalence of sarcoidosis. If we pool the results of these
two studies we can estimate that about 10% of index
patients with sarcoidosis will have a positive family
history and that about one in 40 (2.4%) of the siblings will be found to be affected. These findings for
the prevalence of familial sarcoidosis may
underestimate the true figure since both studies
relied only on questionnaire; screening procedures
such as chest radiography might be expected to
detect further cases since the disease is often asymptomatic.
The phenomenon of familial aggregration of sarcoidosis may result from genetic or environmental
factors or both. There is a considerable body of data
to support a genetic contribution. In France natives
of Martinique have a higher prevalence of sarcoidosis than the indigenous French population and,
in addition, familial disease occurs in 5 4% of the
islanders but in only 1.2% of Europeans.5 Similarly,
the Irish in London are reported to have a higher
prevalence of sarcoidosis than native Londoners."
Furthermore, the comprehensive review by the
British Thoracic and Tuberculosis Association of
familial sarcoidosis'2 showed (a) a preponderance of
like sex over unlike sex pairs among both sibling and
parent-child associations; (b) an excess of
monozygotic over dizygotic twins concordant for
sarcoidosis; and (c) an excess of mother-child over
father-child associations. On the basis of an analysis
of their sarcoidosis population, James et al'
suggested a recessive mode of inheritance but
Headings et al"' favoured a multigenic pattern of
inheritance. So far, attempts to demonstrate a
genetic linkage by means of HLA marker studies
have been disappointing and have produced
conflicting results.'3-20 It has been claimed,

Table 3 Frequency of sarcoidosis in siblings of index cases*
Population
studied
UK' 4
France-

Germany62
USSR7
Italy8

HUn an9
USA4 (largely black)

Total index
cases

537
645
2471
680
107
629
150
80
114

No (%o) of
index cases with

affected sibling
4 (0-7
3 (0.5
30 (1-2
1 (0.1
1 (10
6
7 -46
8 100)
11 -96)

Total

sibling pool

% of siblings
affected

(1-0

2-4
381
USA'° (black)
2-4
534
Ireland (present study)
*For purposes of comparison data from previous studies have been reanalysed in order to estimate the percentage of index cases with an
affected sibling and the percentage of affected siblings in the total sibling pool.
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